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Some preliminary remarks
• A updat
updatingg a of
o previous
p ev ous literature
te atu e search
sea c have
ave been
bee
carried out to prepare this presentation
• The literature on reference pricing offers, as a main results
for this presentation:
– Three literature reviews (Health Policy -2000- Cochrane
Collaboration Review -2006- and Pharmacoeconomics 2011 )
– Two articles – Health Policy 2007 – with evaluation on reference
pricing in two countries and one article with theoretical approach –
Journal of Health Economics 2007.

• Often confused with External Price Referencing
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Definition
•

Reference Pricing (RP) is a financing mechanism that establishes
a maximum level of reimbursement for a group of drugs assumed
to be therapeutically equivalent. The share of the price above the
reference price is borne by the consumer.

•

In spite of is not a price control instrument, it has a lot of influence
in the price (specially, in countries where the price of medicines is
not directly regulate -Germany, Denmark-)
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EXAMPLE
Maximum than
Spanish Health
Authorities are
willingness to pay
for Omeprazol 40
MG 28 Tablets.

Different RP for
different products

Source: BOT Plus database
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Objetives
• Reference Pricing aims to
– reduce pharmaceutical prices and
expenditure for third party payers while
ensuring a standard quality of the product.
– reinforce p
price competition
p
in
pharmaceutical markets through increasing
price-sensitivity of consumers.

Modalities
Reference drug pricing can be applied to different levels of drug groups

Generic
Reference
Pricing –GRP-

Therapeutic
R f
Reference
Pricing –TRP-

Level 1.Grouping of drugs that have identical bioactive ingredients and
therefore are considered therapeutically interchangeable i.e.generic
groups. This has been used in many countries. Examples are Canada
(Ontario), Denmark, Italy, Norway, Sweden and the USA
(Medicaid).
Level 2. Drugs are pooled in analogue groups, i.e. chemically slightly
different but related drugs with comparable or identical indications
(e.g. the analogue group of angiotensin-convertingenzyme (ACE)
inhibitors, the analogue group of histamine-2 receptor antagonists
(H2RAs)) This is,
(H2RAs)).
is for example
example, used in British Columbia.
Columbia
Level 3. Grouping of all drugs used to treat a particular condition (e.g.
all drugs for hypertension.). This is, for example, used in the
Netherlands and Germany.

Source: Aaserud M, Dahlgren AT, Kösters JP, Oxman AD, Ramsay C, Sturm H. Pharmaceutical policies: effects of reference pricing, other pricing, and
purchasing policies. Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews 2006, Issue 2. Art. No.: CD005979. DOI:10.1002/14651858.CD005979.
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Modalities (II)

Source: López-Casasnovas G, Puig-Junoy J. Review of the literature on reference pricing. Health Policy 54 (2000) 87-123

Reference Pricing in Europe

Source: Espín, J. y Rovira,
J. (2007): «Analysis of
differences and
commonalities in pricing
and reimbursement
systems in Europe», A
study funded by DG
Enterprise and Industry of
the European Commission,
EASP Final Report, June
2007
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Price of brands and generics, and number of generic firms from
January 2001 to October 2004
SIMVASTATIM 20 MG 28 Tables

Source: The impact of generic reference pricing interventions in the statin market. Health Policy 84 (2007), 14-29

Price of brands and generics, and number of generic firms from
January 2001 to October 2004
LOVASTATIN 20 MG 28 Tables

Source:, The impact of generic reference pricing interventions in the statin market. Health Policy 84 (2007), 14-29
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Sometimes there is a shift to expensive
medicines out of controlled clusters.
Atorvastatim (On
patent and
highest-priced)

Simvastatin
(Off Patent)

Generics RP (GRP) v. Therapeutic RP (TRP)

GRP: Patients can be switched between
product without any medical consecuences
Could we do the same with TRP?
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Statins in TRP

C ld we change
Could
h
statins
i without
ih
consecuences??

IMPACT OF REFERENCE PRICING: ON CONTROL

1

Pricing and
Reimbursement
decisions
2 Accessibility
for patients

–Shift in utilisation, though no
decrease of utilisation

Control
Expenditure

3
Innovation of
medicines

–Expenditure on group of clustered
drugs reduced due to:
• Price reductions
• Shift of utilisation towards
cheapest drugs, without copayment
–Potential loss of savings
• Shift to expensive medicines out
of controlled clusters
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IMPACT OF REFERENCE PRICING : ON ACCESS

1

Control
Expenditure

Pricing and
Reimbursement
decisions
2 Accessibility
for patients

3
Innovation of
medicines

–Patients can (1) shift to product without co-payment
or (2) pay higher co-payment to keep product
–Potential problems for patients on chronic
treatments used since long time

IMPACT OF REFERENCE PRICING: ON INNOVATION

1

Pricing and
Reimbursement
decisions
2 Accessibility
for patients

–Broad clusters do not
recognise (incremental)
innovation off me-too pproducts
and might eliminate incentive
for innovation

Control
Expenditure

3
Innovation of
medicines

–RP limits reward for lessinnovative medicines and
urges for more innovation
–Also effects on
competitiveness:
titi
• Companies have to reduce
price or…
• Companies need to
differentiate on value or
brand to ask higher price
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Toolbox

Some conclusions
• “The
The international literature about the
benefits of therapeutic reference pricing is
inconclusive”.
• “The results of therapeutic reference pricing
depend on the classess of drug
incorporated and..
incorporated,
and
• …the short-term savings might not extend
into the long-term”
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Jaime Espin
jaime@easp.es
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